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The Patrimony department of the Consell de Formentera has initiated an administrative inquiry
into damages in recent weeks to a number of the island's historical heritage sites. Recent
weeks, which have seen vandals paint the outer walls of the can Ramon building, have also
come with the theft of pieces of drystone wall in es cap de Barbaria.

  

As the title-holder of can Ramon, the Consell is planning on taking the case to the Civil Guard
so that a criminal investigation can be opened.

  

The cultural heritage branch of the Consell condemns the events and wishes to offer its support
to affected property-owners. The administration also wants to remind all islanders of our
obligation to respect, protect and preserve the island's cultural heritage in order for future
generations to enjoy it too. Legislation, Decree 12/1998 (21 December), was enacted to protect
the historic heritage of the Balearic Islands.

  

Pursuant to the decree, articles 321-324 of the Penal Code call for punishments of between 6
months and 3 years of prison, and fines of up to sixty thousand euros, for causing damages to
any site deemed valuable from a historical, artistic, scientific, or cultural standpoint, or in its
service as a monument.

  

Protected features
Can Ramon is listed with level C protection in the island's catalogue of cultural heritage sites.

  

Traditional techniques for building drystone (pedra seca) walls are part of Formentera's
intangible cultural heritage. In 2018, Formentera joined other regions of Spain and countries of
Europe in including them on UNESCO's Intangible Cultural Heritage List.

  

Locally, article 63 of the island's Territorial Strategy (Pla Territorial), recognises these walls'
value as ethnographic artefacts, and requires that homes built in rural areas include efforts to
maintain and reconstruct such walls as well as any building features using stone.
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In varying forms and with varying degrees of protection, Can Ramon and traditional drystone
walls both form part of the cultural heritage of Formentera.
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Communication department
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